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The following two questions are of importance in ergodic theory -for the study of skew products -as well as for the study of irregularities in the distribution of sequences in R/Z :
1. Under which conditions (on (p and x) one has sup |<^n(a;)| < 4-oo? n 2. What can be said about limit points of (^n(^))n>i ?
The classical example. -Let y(x) = l[o^ [(x) -/3 , 0 < /3 < 1 . In this now "classical" example, the first question leads to the study of irregularities in the distribution of the sequence (T^A^O ? ^n(^) being the so-called discrepancy function. For x = 0 one gets well-known sequences : in the first case ({ka})k>^o , in the second case the Van-der-Corput-sequence to the base q .
For this example, the first question has been solved completely by elementary and by ergodic methods (for the first type of T see Kesten [8] and Petersen [II] , for the second type Faure [2] and Hellekaiek [4] ). The numbers 0 with sup[<^,(0)[ < +00 , respectively sup\(pn(x)\ < 4-oo , are n n all known.
The second question is closely related to ergodicity of the skew product (cylinder flow) Ty : Ty(x,y) = (Tx,y + (p(x)) on the cylinder R/Z x R (see Oren [10] and Hellekaiek [5] ). In exactly this context Oren has solved the problem.
In this paper we shall be interested in question 1,2 and ergodicity of the cylinder flow Ty on R/Z x R in the case of a ^-adic transformation T and^eC^O,!]) .
Results.
Throughout this paper we shall assume q > 2 to be an integer and T to be a g-adic transformation on R/Z . The reader might want to compare theorem 2 (1) with theorem 7.8 in [7] , and theorem 2 (3) and f4/with results on the one-sided boundedness of the discrepancy function (see [1] ).
In particular, if <^(1) ^ <^(0) and if x is normal to base q , then liminf^(a;) = -oo and limsup^(^) = +00 •
n-^oo n-^oo
The reader might want to compare theorem 3 with corollary C in [10] . The map $ : f\(q) ^ R/Z , $(^^) := ^ ^" (i+l) mod 1 , is 1=0 i=o measure preserving, continuous and surjective.
00
The g-adic representation of an element x of R/Z , x = Y^ a^g"^" 1 " 11 =0 with digits xi € {0,1,..., g-1} , is unique under the condition Xi ^ q-1 for infinitely many i . From now on we shall assume this uniqueness condition to hold for all x . Numbers x with Xi -^ 0 for infinitely many i will be called non-q-adic. In the following z = z(x) will denote the element 
and c(q) is a constant that depends only on q . The 0-constants that appear in identity (1) are all bounded from above by a constant that depends only on q and (p .
Proof. -It is easy to provê
where 0.1 is the uniquely determined integer with 0 <, a, < ^ and T^a: € [aiq~k, (a^ 4-1)^"^! . From proposition 1 in [6] it follows that
By theorem 5.4, chapter 2 of [9]
where Dqk_^) denotes the discrepancy of (a^'^^o 2^"1 • As a^9~A; = (z(k) + t) , this is a string in the Van-der-Corput-sequence to base q , and therefore the following discrepancy estimate holds (see [9] chapter 2, theorem 3.5 for the idea of the proof) :
c(q) a constant that depends only on q .
With the same arguments one proveŝ Then proposition 1 implies :
The 0-constants in identity (2) are bounded from above by a constant that depends only on q and (p . 3 ) E' E(^-+-log^W))^ ^qLcW^q^^ < +00.
A;=0 ^=0 k=0
Thus the first part of the theorem is proved. By theorem 14.11 of [3] there is a continuous function g :
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(3) :
We shall prove -oo < liminf^(O) , then part (2) will imply the remaining statement. Because of identity (2) and inequality (3) it is enough to show, for x = 0, 
